Hire or Rehire [1]

Bring aboard new team members.

Learn how to hire employees with or without CU Careers as well as rehire previous employees.

Course: CU: HCM Hiring Employees [2]

Step-by-Step: Hiring an Employee [3] (including rehiring and additonal job)

Step-by-Step: Viewing Related Content [4]


Job Aid: Candidate Selection Workflow - Recruit [7]

Job Aid: Candidate Selection Workflow - Direct Hire [8]

Job Aid: Disabling Pop-Up Bockers and Clearing Cache [9]


Groups audience:
HCM Community

Right Sidebar:
HCM: Resources Key
HCM: Campus Documentation
HCM: Feedback
HCM: Document Library
HCM: Submit a Ticket

Source URL: https://www.cu.edu/hcm-community/hire-or-rehire
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